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investee companies to improve stewardship standards
and outcomes. Since the merger, Helene has had the
opportunity to work with a larger number of investment
teams covering a broader range of investment strategies
and has accelerated our progress of enhancing our
stewardship activities and results, which we describe in
more detail in this report.
We believe that it is important to make stewardship
appropriate and proportionate to each asset class and
investment. For example; in our funds that focus on
sustainable investment themes we adopt a rigorous
approach to analysing ESG factors, scoring companies on
a range of factors to ensure they meet the right standards.
When investing in certain asset classes this can be
more difficult, for example, smaller companies may not
have the resources compared with larger companies to
engage in ESG activities or reporting and the regulatory
and disclosure regimes can be less robust in emerging
markets. However, that does not stop us undertaking
the necessary due diligence to satisfy ourselves that
we should invest in the company. We will apply the
appropriate approach for each investment.

Mike O’Shea
Chief Executive Officer
Investment trends can come and go over time, however
there can be little doubt that the drive to implement
strong stewardship activities is here to stay. Premier Miton
embraces responsible allocation, management and
oversight of capital to create long-term value for our clients
and wider beneficiaries, leading to sustainable benefits
for the economy, the environment and society. This
principle of responsible stewardship is embedded in our
business and our future plans. The investment industry can
have a tendency to use jargon in their communications
and this can be the case with describing stewardship:
ESG (Environmental, Social & Governance), responsible,
sustainable or impact investing are just some of the
commonly used terms. However, these terms have now
become clearly defined and are part of the way that fund
managers invest money on behalf of investors, savers and
pensioners, among others, and, importantly, represent a
key element of how investment managers are overseen by
our regulators. Most importantly though, our clients expect
us to manage their assets in a responsible manner, which
incorporates stewardship.
Prior to the merger of Premier Asset Management
Group and Miton Group in November 2019, both of
these companies took stewardship very seriously and
over time have put much more focus, management and
oversight around the process. Premier Asset Management
appointed a Head of Responsible Investing in 2019;
Helene Winch has many years’ experience embedding
good stewardship management and oversight into
investment processes, working with fund managers and
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As we expect high standards of the companies we invest
in, we apply the same approach to our own company.
Our people are our greatest asset and we strive to operate
as a strong, cohesive unit, driven by our shared focus
and enthusiasm for our work for our clients. We have a
supportive working environment that promotes inclusivity
and diversity, well-being and personal development.
We instil a clear purpose and values promoting active,
responsible management of our clients’ investments. We
believe that sustainability is inextricably linked to the future
success of our business and that we need to act to help
address the global challenges relating to climate change,
limited resources and economic and social inequality.
In doing so, we hope to build a successful and resilient
business that embraces positive change and strives to
reduce the environmental impact of our operations.
We are firm believers that there is a clear correlation
between good stewardship and good financial
performance. Indeed, we believe one helps to drive the
other and that is why we embed ESG analysis in our
investment processes. We are also expanding our range of
dedicated responsible funds, of which there are currently
four; global sustainable equity growth and income funds,
a UK ethical equity fund and a global renewable energy
investment trust. We have plans to launch a European
Sustainable Leaders Fund and a multi asset sustainable
fund. Our website has a section dedicated to responsible
investing where we outline our overall approach, provide
details on our funds and links to relevant documents
including our Voting Policy and Stewardship & Responsible
Investing Report, as well as latest responsible investing
insights from our fund managers.
We take our stewardship responsibilities very seriously as
I hope this report shows.
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Introduction
As a medium sized asset management firm investing
on behalf of our clients, we are committed to investing
responsibly and offering sustainable and ethical
themed products.
This includes helping to contribute to economic
development and job creation by investing in well
run companies. We also strive to uphold high ethical
standards in how we behave as investors. We are
increasingly integrating ESG factors into our investment
decisions, to help contribute to a more sustainable
economy and society, including the long term
management of climate change risks. Stewardship of
the companies we invest in is important to us and we
regularly meet with company management.
As genuinely active managers, we are making active
decisions to hold the underlying investments in our
portfolios, including through consideration of ESG
factors and once we have invested in a company we
take our stewardship responsibilities seriously, including
by regularly meeting companies and having productive
dialogue with company management and their
boards. And we aim to use our holdings to actively and
intelligently vote at their company meetings on behalf of
our clients.
We believe our active and broad approach to
stewardship supports us in delivering strong and durable
performance to our clients and to meet our broader
investment responsibilities.
This report covers the stewardship activities undertaken
by Premier Miton between 1 January 2020 and 31
December 2020, under the Financial Reporting Council’s
UK Stewardship Code (2020) and Shareholder Rights
Directive II.
The report explains how we have applied the 12 ‘apply
and explain’ FRC Principles and gives specific examples of
their practical application.
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Principle 1
Signatories’ purpose, investment beliefs,
strategy, and culture enable stewardship
that creates long-term value for clients
and beneficiaries leading to sustainable
benefits for the economy, the environment
and society.
Premier Miton Group plc (the “Group”) was formed
in November 2019 from the merger of Premier Asset
Management Group plc and Miton Group plc. The full
integration of the investment teams was concluded in April
2020, following the necessary regulatory approvals. This
report therefore covers the period pre and post integration.
As a genuinely active asset management firm investing
on behalf of our clients, we are committed to investing
responsibly and offering sustainable and ethical themed
products. This includes helping to contribute to efficient
economic development and job creation by investing in
well run companies. We also strive to uphold high ethical
standards in how we behave as investors. And we are
increasingly integrating ESG factors into our investment
decisions, to help contribute to a more sustainable
economy and society, including contributing to the long
term management of climate change risks. Stewardship
of the companies we invest in is important to us and we
regularly meet with company management.

Our purpose
Our purpose it to actively and responsibly manage our
clients’ investments for a better financial future. Our
success is defined by our clients’ success and we never
forget we are managing other peoples’ money. Our work
is founded on serving clients by helping them meet
their investment objectives and preferences through
well managed investment products backed by really
good client service. Alongside our active investment
decisions and the investment outcomes our clients
achieve, it is our purpose to responsibly manage our
clients’ investments, which includes our increasing focus
on integrating ESG factors alongside financial factors in
our investment decisions. We believe this is important
to enable us to deliver strong and durable performance
to our clients and to meet our broader investment
responsibility. It also includes our broader approach to
corporate social responsibility, covering our aim to build
an inclusive, diverse and supportive working environment,
our approach to the environmental sustainability of our
operations and our work in the wider community.
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Our strategy
Asset management is a large and fast-changing global
industry with attractive opportunities for growth. The UK
remains well placed to continue as an important centre
for the industry and we look forward to the future with
confidence. Our clients are mainly in the UK although
many of our funds invest globally. We have a resilient
and well designed business platform which is highly
scalable and designed to support significant growth in
assets under management. We are targeting a greater
market share within the UK market without material
change to our operating model. We have now successfully
completed the merger of Premier and Miton and our
Group is far stronger and better placed. We continue to
look for new strategic or tactical opportunities to grow
and add value to the Group, using sensible and thought
through criteria for pursuing ideas.
Because investing has such an important role to play in
the lives of our clients and on wider society, this means
we have a responsibility not only to perform well, but also
to behave well. Our strategy includes acting responsibly,
not only in terms of how we invest but also how we
manage our business more broadly, for example our own
environmental performance and our approach to the
people who work for us. This focus on responsibility is a
core part of our culture and is reflected in the wording of
our corporate purpose and values.
And we believe in looking forward. Against a backdrop of
constant change and development, we recognise that
investment markets and our clients’ requirements will
continue to evolve. It is not enough to offer investment
solutions for today: we will continue to adapt in order
to ensure we offer investment products that meet our
clients’ changing needs.

Our culture
Our culture defines how we aim to work in an ethical
and constructive way to meet our objective of acting
responsibly and doing a good job for our clients and
other stakeholders. All our employees sign up to a code
of ethical and professional conduct which means they
are expected to conduct themselves with integrity and
honesty, in an open and transparent manner and support
our following core values.
Responsible
•

Acting responsibly in terms of our impact on the
environment and wider society

•

Understanding our regulatory and fiduciary
responsibilities

•

Acting with integrity
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Dedicated
•

Putting our clients’ interests at the heart of everything
we do

•

Delivering for clients and other stakeholders

•

Supporting colleagues in delivering for clients

Passionate
•

Being responsive and accountable

•

Showing urgency, energy and enthusiasm in our work
for our clients

•

Striving to achieve excellence

Independent
•

Challenging the status quo to achieve better results
aligned with our purpose

•

Demonstrating versatile thinking, solving problems
and exploring better ways of doing things

•

Engaging in change positively and promptly

Collegiate
•

Working collaboratively with colleagues within and
across teams

•

Assisting in building a strong sense of inclusion and
belonging

•

Treating others with respect

Through our product governance process, our business
development, client service and investment teams,
together with feedback from advisers and clients, we
are very aware of the expectations that our clients have
of us in the stewardship of their assets. This includes
understanding our clients’ changing expectations of
investment managers, which has helped shape and
accelerate our progress in stewardship related activities,
including providing clearer descriptions of how we
are integrating ESG factors in our different investment
processes, the launch of four new dedicated ESG
investment products over the last two years and proposed
new Sustainability Reports for some of our dedicated ESG
funds alongside the non-financial reporting required by
our regulators.
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and to think smarter, including the consideration of
ESG factors.
We believe active investment management is a very
good way of delivering attractive long term risk-adjusted
returns alongside being able to retain a continuous focus
on high stewardship standards, by carefully picking the
companies we invest in on behalf of our clients.
Our active investment managers have deep knowledge
of the companies in their specialist area that they choose
to invest in and can use this expertise to engage with
these companies on relevant issues to promote more
responsible and sustainable business practices, and to
select companies with more responsible and sustainable
business models.
There were a number of cultural alignments identified
prior to the merger of Premier Asset Management and
Miton Group to form Premier Miton in November
2019, which were considered to be an important
factor in progressing a merger and the success of the
merger. Similarly, the product range and operating
platforms were complementary, creating a larger,
stronger asset management company with a collective
purpose and strategy.
We have a collegiate and collaborative approach within
our investment teams which was tested through the
course of 2020. Economic and financial market conditions
were extreme and there were periods of unprecedented
stress. Our investment teams successfully dealt with
the challenges of managing our funds through those
conditions, the merging of the two companies and the
need to work from home for most of our staff for most of
the year due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
A measure of success was contained in our Assessment of
Value Report for the calendar year of 2020. This assesses
a range of criteria across the 42 funds covered by the
report; quality of service, performance, costs, economies
of scale, comparable market rates, comparable services
and classes of share. The report concluded that 31 funds
demonstrated good value and 2 funds demonstrated
satisfactory value, with improvements being made.
Importantly, we have implemented changes with the
other nine funds, including reducing charges or changing
fund manager, designed to improve performance.

Our investment culture

The wider company

Having the right investment culture is key to our
purpose to actively and responsibly manage our clients’
investments for a better financial future. We are genuinely
active investors and we don’t have a “house” view, which
means our clients’ investments are managed by talented
investment managers who are given appropriate freedom
to think independently, because we believe this approach
produces better investment outcomes for clients. Our
genuinely active investment approach encourages us to
look further and to dig deeper for good investment ideas

All parts of our business play a vital role in helping us to
maintain high stewardship standards, including those
involved in risk management, performance measurement,
legal and compliance, client service, dealing, HR,
marketing and IT, all of whom contribute to the efficient
management, oversight and communication of our
investment activities on behalf of our clients.
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People and community
We believe that an inclusive, diverse and supportive
working environment, in which freedom of thought is not
just accepted but actively encouraged, provides the best
possible environment for the well-being and personal
development of our employees as well as helping us
achieve great outcomes for our other stakeholders,
including our clients, shareholders and wider society too.
The health and welfare of our staff and their families
came in to sharp focus as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic. We introduced specialist third party,
confidential on-line counselling and support sessions for
those who had need for them. Throughout the period
we engaged with all staff through company wide surveys
and virtual seminars, team based work and social virtual
interactions and unstructured contact on a one-to-one
basis from senior company individuals. This has developed
into a regular series of “virtual town hall” Insight
gatherings to update everyone on corporate matters and
to showcase specific areas of the business to all staff.
As a matter of course we strive to provide competitive
and appropriate remuneration structures and employee
benefits. We promote opportunity for members of staff
to progress through the company; it is important that we
retain, encourage and provide development paths for our
talented team.
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emissions, we continue to pursue offsets for our residual
footprint. We chose to offset our operational carbon
footprint via the ‘plant a tree – protect a tree’ initiative.
This initiative supports tree planting projects in the UK.
It is paired with the Verified Carbon Standard (VCS)
approved United Nations programme for ‘Reducing
Emissions from Deforestation & Forest Degradations’
(REDD) in Brazil.
In 2020 we participated for the first time in the CDP
carbon disclosure programme by submitting a climate
change response for Premier Miton Group plc. The aim of
this work is to set an internal benchmark for our climate
change performance and to highlight areas where we
need to improve. For 2020 we were delighted to achieve
a B score.
Looking forward, we will be taking the learnings from the
CDP response process and continue our focus to support
the transition to a net-zero carbon economy.
We donate to charity on an annual basis and staff
take part in a survey to choose which charities for us to
support. We also recognise the value of staff volunteering
and the difference our colleagues can make in our
communities. We provide staff with time off to take part
in volunteering activities or charity fund raising activities.
Each staff member may take one day paid leave each
year to carry out work for charities and the good of
the community.

Inclusion and diversity
We support inclusion and diversity in all areas of the
company and have put a particular emphasis on
improving the gender balance within our investment
team; this is a part of the industry where women are
badly under represented. Our recruitment process
strives for a balance of gender and ethnic backgrounds.
Our Human Resources Director is a member of the HR
Committee of our trade body, the Investment Association;
this provides insight into how our peer group operates
and allows us to meet best practice standards.

Our sustainability
We believe that sustainability is inextricably linked to
the future success of our business and that we need to
act to help address the global challenges relating to
climate change, limited resources and economic
and social inequality. In doing so, we hope to build a
successful and resilient business that embraces positive
change and strives to reduce the environmental impact
of our operations.
We have taken steps to understand better the
environmental impacts of our operations to identify how
we can reduce our footprint. Our Environmental Policy
sets out our approach to managing our environmental
impacts and commitments to improve our performance.
Although our primary focus is to reduce our carbon

premiermiton.com
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Principle 2
Signatories’ governance, resources and
incentives support stewardship.
Governance framework
Responsible investing activities are directed by
Premier Miton’s Chief Investment Officer (CIO) with
implementation led by the Head of Responsible Investing
in collaboration with the investment team. We believe
that responsible investment activities should be fully
integrated into the investment process.
These responsible investing activities are overseen by
the boards of Premier Portfolio Managers Limited (the
operator of our funds) (‘PPM’) and Premier Fund Managers
Limited (which provides investment management
services) (‘PFM’), which are authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority. They are also
summarised and reported up to the board of Premier
Miton Group plc through the Chief Executive Officer.

Directors of PPM
Rosamond Borer

Chief Risk Officer

Robert Colthorpe

Chair

Gregor Craig

Head of Legal & Compliance

Niamh Dempsey

HR Director

Piers Harrison

Chief Financial Officer

Mike O’Shea

Chief Executive Officer

Will Smith

Non Executive Director

Ian West

Chief Operating Officer

premiermiton.com

Directors of PFM
Neil Birrell

Chief Investment Officer

Rosamond Borer

Chief Risk Officer

Neil Bridge

Business Development Director,
Discretionary

Gregor Craig

Head of Legal & Compliance

Niamh Dempsey

HR Director

Bart Edgar

Director of Finance

David Hambidge

Director of Multi Manager Funds

Mike Hammond

Business Development Director,
Advisory

Piers Harrison

Chief Financial Officer

Mike O’Shea

Chief Executive Officer

Ian West

Chief Operating Officer

Gervais Williams

Head of Equities

Simon Wilson

Marketing Director

The boards of Premier Miton Group PLC, PPM and PFM
receive reports on and discuss ESG, climate change and
stewardship matters, industry trends and specific funds
that Premier Miton manages that have related nonfinancial objectives as well as the integration of these
factors by all funds.
The Chief Investment Officer leads, and is accountable
for, the strategy and planning of all responsible investing
and stewardship matters. These are directed by the
Head of Responsible Investing and monitored by the
committee and board structures. Helene Winch joined
Premier Miton as Head of Responsible Investing in
September 2019 and is responsible for Premier Miton’s
overall responsible investing strategy and development,
including co-ordinating the integration of ESG factors
into Premier Miton’s general investment philosophy,
process and oversight as well as reporting on stewardship
activities. Helene joined the group from HSBC Global
Asset Management where she was a Senior Responsible
Investment Adviser. Her previous roles include Head of
Policy and Research at the Principles for Responsible
Investment, Portfolio Director at Low Carbon Ltd and
Head of Policy at BT Pension Scheme Management.
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Helene has over twenty years of investment industry
experience, including co-ordinating the integration of
ESG factors into investment processes and working as
an investment manager. Helene holds an MA Hons in
Engineering Science from Cambridge University and
an MSc in Mathematics & Finance from Imperial
College, London. Helene also holds the CFA certificate
of ESG Investing.
Helene Winch reports to the Chief Investment Officer and
is supported by an analyst, making up the Responsible
Investing team, which is integrated into the investment
team. The fund managers and analysts are engaged in
all aspects of these activities relating to their investee
companies and their funds. The compliance and legal
teams provide guidance on specific and industry matters.
The risk team, which is independent of the investment
team, provides analysis of investee companies and funds.
In addition, the Responsible Investing team works closely
with external service providers. The dedicated Responsible
Investing team will be further internally resourced as and
when required.
The management and oversight of responsible investing
activities is embedded within the Group Governance
Framework, which is kept under review to ensure that it
remains fit for purpose, and supports the best outcome
for clients.
The current responsibilities are as follows:

Conduct
& Policies
Committee

Responsible for ensuring
the establishment and
maintenance of a compliant
culture with good conduct
across Premier Miton
through appropriate policies,
monitoring and reporting

Investment
Oversight
Committee

Purpose is to provide
analysis and challenge to
the managers, comfort and
transparency for customers,
clients, management and
stakeholders, as well as the
regulator or ACD. Ensuring
that funds are managed in
a manner consistent with
their stated objectives and
that the investment risks are
both proportionate and clear,
is front and centre of the
Committee’s purpose and the
Firm’s commitment to treating
customers fairly.

Sian Connolly

Compliance Manager

Nick Greenwood

Fund Manager - Investment Trusts

David Jane

Fund Manager – Multi Asset

Tim Short

Risk & Portfolio Construction
Officer

Gervais Williams

Head of Equities

At each meeting, a portfolio is analysed, and the relevant
fund managers attend by invitation. The Chief Risk
Officer, Chief Investment Officer, and Chief Operating
Officer each attend this committee by invitation.

Funds Risk
Committee

The Committee will report and
advise on investment and fund
related risks to the Operational
Risk Committee, which will
have responsibility to escalate
matters to the Board, if so
required.

John Banks

Head of Dealing

Neil Birrell

Chief Investment Officer

Rosamond Borer

Chief Risk Officer

Neil Birrell

Chief Investment Officer

Sian Connolly

Compliance Manager

Rosamond Borer

Chief Risk Officer

Gregor Craig

Head of Compliance and Legal

Gregor Craig

Head of Legal and Compliance

Niamh Dempsey

HR Director

David Hambidge

Director of Multi Manager funds

Catriona Fletcher

Company Secretary & Head of
Corporate Governance

Tim Short

Risk & Portfolio Construction
Officer

Neil Harris

Head of Investment Services

Ian West

Chief Operating Officer

Ian West

Chief Operating Officer

Gervais Williams

Head of Equities

Helene Winch

Head of Responsible Investing

premiermiton.com
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Product
Governance
Committee

Oversight of governance of
Premier Miton’s products and
services including product
design, new product and
product change approval,
provision of information and
ongoing service to clients,
portfolio monitoring and
product reviews.

Neil Birrell

Chief Investment Officer

Rosamond Borer

Chief Risk Officer

Neil Bridge

Business Development Director,
Discretionary

Corrine Collier

Head of Marketing

Gregor Craig

Head of Compliance & Legal

Bart Edgar

Director of Finance

Mike Hammond

Business Development Director,
Advisory

Ian West

Chief Operating Officer

Simon Wilson

Marketing Director

Premier Miton is committed to ESG integration in our
investment processes and provides the investment team
with relevant training, tools and data to assist in their
analysis and decision making. We regularly explore new
systems, information and data providers for helpful inputs.
It is important to us that the investment team embrace
all aspects of ESG and it is embedded in each investment
process. Fund managers, supported by the Responsible
Investing team, are responsible for proxy voting on the
companies held in their funds. ISS Proxy Advisers are
engaged as third-party providers of research and to
implement our voting activities.
The integration of ESG considerations into our investment
decision making has been championed by the fund
managers who have undergone training to ensure best
practices are employed. Ten individuals had passed
the newly introduced CFA Certificate in ESG Investing
by the end of 2020, including fund managers, analysts,
Head of Responsible Investing and Chief Risk Officer. A
number of others from the investment, risk and client
services teams were participating in internal educational
sessions in preparation for taking the exam. We continue
to encourage individual and group development in all
aspects of responsible investing, which are part of the
day to day stewardship activities when managing investor
money in our funds. This includes attendance at relevant
conferences and industry groups, mostly held virtually
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Environmental
Committee

The Environmental
Committee is operationally
responsible for delivering
the objectives of the
company’s Environmental
Policy including helping to
protect the environment by
endeavouring to reduce the
environmental impact of our
operational activities.
The company retains the
services of a specialist
company providing
environmental advisory
service, to provide ongoing
advice and support
covering policy, plans,
implementation and
oversight activities.

Christina Ball

Marketing Services Executive

Niamh Dempsey

HR Director

Mirella Hart

Legal Adviser

Tony Hills

Risk Analyst

Anne Willey

Executive Assistant

Simon Wilson

Marketing Director

In order to obtain detailed ESG and sustainable analysis
we work closely with Ethical Screening, an independent
specialist research company. We adopt a collaborative
approach with them, particularly on the mapping
of the underlying revenues of the companies we
hold in our specialist sustainable funds to the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals, as well as
ESG scoring of companies. We use data providers such
as Bloomberg, Sustainalytics, MSCI and Morningstar
to further understand the nature of our investments,
external scoring and analysis of our funds. We work with
these providers to enhance our knowledge at all levels,
providing training where required, for the investment
team and those overseeing the process.
The Chief Investment Officer and Head of Responsible
Investing work closely with the marketing and
distribution teams to ensure that we are able to articulate
our thoughts and demonstrate our actions to our clients
and a wider audience, including rating agencies, the
media and shareholders.
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The investment team comprised 50 members at the
end of 2020, with a range and diversity of backgrounds
and skills. Of these, 9 members were women, including
the Head of Responsible Investing, Head of Investment
Trusts, 3 fund managers and 2 assistant fund managers.
We take an active approach to promoting individuals
within the company, particularly when resourcing the
investment team.
We are committed to diversity in all areas of the Group
and a number of senior roles are held by women
including our Chief Risk Officer, HR Director, Head of
Responsible Investing, Head of Connect (our online
service portal for advisers and their clients) and Company
Secretary and Head of Governance.
The Remuneration Committee is considering proposals
to link a proportion of the variable compensation of the
company’s senior management to specific environmental
and diversity targets. This is in the early stages, but it
is expected to be in place for the financial year 2022
and beyond.
The overall aim of Premier Miton’s remuneration policies
is to promote the long-term success of the Group, and
to attract, motivate and retain qualified and experienced
staff who can deliver sustained performance consistent
with strategic goals, appropriate risk management in
line with the Group’s core values, and to reward them
for enhancing value for shareholders, investors and other
stakeholders in the Group.
For those fund managers with an ESG focus in their
mandates in particular, the integration of stewardship
and ESG factors into their investment decision making
will naturally be a factor of future remuneration. For other
members of staff, with stewardship and ESG considerations
as part of their role, this would be included as part of their
annual appraisal and remuneration process.

premiermiton.com
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Principle 3
Signatories manage conflicts of interest
to put the best interests of clients and
beneficiaries first.
Premier Miton manages a range of mutual funds and
investments trusts across a broad range of asset classes and
investment strategies on behalf of investors. Our investments
are typically selected by intermediaries, such as discretionary
fund managers or financial advisers, on behalf of their
clients. The investors in our funds and their advisers employ
us to provide the investment outcomes that are described
in our various product literature and communications,
and our investment approach, including our stewardship
activities are a fundamental part of what we do to achieve
good outcomes for our clients.
Engaging with management teams at current or
potential investee companies is a key element of our
active management approach. This enables us to dig
deep into that company’s management of ESG factors;
board structure and remuneration, carbon emissions
and environmental policy, staff welfare and supply chain
management are just a few examples of those factors. These
will be part of the success, or otherwise, of that company.
Therefore, voting at company meetings is also an important
part of the stewardship process, getting our views across
on key issues, and aiming to create long term sustainable
benefits for the company, environment and society, as well
achieving good investment performance for our clients.
Clearly, with such a wide range of influences at play,
conflicts or perceived conflicts will exist. We have a Conflicts
of Interest Policy that details our commitment to ensuring
that all clients are treated fairly and that all potential
conflicts are recognised and mitigated or resolved as
necessary. A register of potential conflicts is maintained and
overseen by the Conduct and Policies Committee, which
is made of up of senior representatives from around the
company as detailed above and reviewed quarterly by the
regulated firms’ boards. The committee seeks to ensure the
establishment and maintenance of a compliant culture with
good conduct across Premier Miton through appropriate
policies, monitoring and reporting. The Committee reports
to the Operational Risk Committee, which itself reports
to the regulated company boards and the Premier Miton
Group plc Audit & Risk Committee.
The Conflicts of Interest Policy is designed to ensure we;
•

take all reasonable steps to identify conflicts of
interest that may arise in the course of providing any
service, including with brokers and market makers

•

maintain a record of such conflicts of interest

•

maintain and operate effective organisational and
administrative arrangements to prevent conflicts of
interest across the group

premiermiton.com
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•

review conflicts of interest arising under the
Stewardship Code and ensure that they are properly
managed or mitigated to give priority to clients’
interests in decision making

•

approve and periodically review the Conflicts of
Interest Register and Conflicts of Interest Policy

All staff are required to declare any potential conflicts as
they occur and provide an annual attestation that none
have occurred and not been declared.
We also have a robust Gifts & Entertainment Policy to
ensure that any gifts or entertainment offered or received
are appropriate and properly recorded, approved and
monitored.
Those employed in the financial services industry,
including Premier Miton, may wish to invest on their
own behalf. This can create conflicts; whist we encourage
all staff to invest in our funds, they may wish to invest
elsewhere. We particularly like our fund managers to
invest in their own funds in order to help further align
their interests with those of our clients. This forms a key
part of the deferred element of their variable annual
compensation. The majority of our funds are available
for investment for members of the group pension plan/
SIPP and this is highlighted as part of the regular pension
education seminars that are available for all staff. All
other investment activity by individuals is captured by
our Personal Account Dealing Policy which applies
company wide.
Conflict of interest training is provided for new joiners and
on a regular basis for all staff.
We have relevant policies and procedures in place for
managing the receipt of inside and market sensitive
information, particularly when engaging with companies.
This is overseen by our compliance department and
reported up through our governance structure. Hard
blocks on trading can be coded in our integrated dealing
systems where necessary to prevent inadvertent trading.
To ensure we do not breach the Market Abuse
Regulations, all relevant members of staff are provided
with training. In particular fund managers, who are in
regular contact with clients, company management and
the press, are given training to ensure compliance with
the regulations.
The scope of the activities that are monitored is
significant; it is important that it is undertaken with the
interests of our clients at the forefront of our activities.
Examples of conflicts that have been identified and how
they were addressed are listed below:
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A fund manager
wishes to buy
shares in a
company held
in a fund they
manage

The personal holding in the
shares cannot be sold until the
fund’s position has been sold,
unless there are exceptional
circumstances.

A fund manager
buys shares in a
company where
a family member
is in a senior
position or a
director

The usual insider dealing and
market abuse regulations
apply. For all proxy votes, we
will follow ISS Proxy Advisers
recommendation.

A fund manager
joins the
investment
committee of a
charity

The usual insider dealing and
market abuse regulations apply.
The individual will be required to
provide minutes of meetings and
abstain from certain decisions.

A fund managed
by Premier
Miton invests
in another fund
managed by
Premier Miton

Approval required from the
Chief Investment Officer,
Chief Operating Officer and
compliance team and no
double-charging of fees
permitted.

Third party
business
partners who
may be issuers
of securities
or shareholder
resolutions

For all proxy votes, we will
follow ISS Proxy Advisers
recommendation.

Premier Miton
Group PLC shares
are held in funds
managed by
Premier Miton

Approval to trade required
from the Chair, Chief Executive
Officer and company
secretarial department.

We provide guidance and training to all staff on matters
relating to potential conflicts and to the investment team
on related stewardship matters.

premiermiton.com
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Principle 4
Signatories identify and respond to marketwide and systemic risks to promote a wellfunctioning financial system.
Premier Miton has developed a risk framework to identify,
review and monitor all potential market wide and systemic
risks and how they might affect our business. At the centre
of the framework is the Operational Risk Committee; the
responsibilities of the committee include;
•

ensuring that appropriate policies, procedures, controls
and reporting are in place to identify, measure, manage
and monitor operational risks, including professional
liability risks;

•

reviewing, monitoring and managing the firms’ liquidity
risk profiles, changes to available liquidity and the
liquidity risk management framework and ensuring
compliance with FCA liquidity adequacy requirements,
making adjustments as necessary from time to time;
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•

monitoring the effectiveness of the operational risk
framework and regularly (no less than annually)
reporting on its effectiveness to the regulated
company boards.

This risk management framework allows us to identify,
monitor and manage specific risks associated with our
business operations and for our clients. These are captured
through a series of Risk Registers through the committee
structures which assess potential risks, how likely they are to
occur and their materiality. The Internal Capital Adequacy
Assessment Process (ICAAP) undertakes scenario analysis
and stress testing of risks to the business and how they
impact the company’s financial position.
The Premier Miton Group Audit and Risk Committee has a
delegated responsibility to ensure that the Group’s systems
of risk management and financial control are, and continue
to be, adequate for the Group as a whole. The Audit and
Risk Committee receives input from the Operational Risk
Committee in a number of areas including;
•

keeping under review the adequacy and effectiveness
of the Company’s internal financial controls and internal
control and risk management systems;

•

ensuring appropriate stress testing is undertaken;

•

monitoring the loss experience arising from operational
risks and comparing it to expected experience;

•

•

evaluating risk reports, reviewing the work and findings,
identifying areas of concern, tracking trends and
ensuring corrective action is taken where appropriate by
all Risk Management and Client Services committees:

ensuring that the Company’s corporate reporting and
risk management addresses relevant non-financial
matters as well as financial matters;

•

advising on the Group’s overall risk appetite, tolerance
and strategy, taking account of the current and
prospective macroeconomic and financial environment
and drawing on financial stability assessments such as
those published by relevant industry and regulatory
authorities including the Financial Conduct Authority
and other authoritative sources that may be relevant for
the Group’s risk policies;

•

keeping under review the Group’s overall risk
assessment processes that inform the Board’s decision
making, ensuring both qualitative and quantitative
metrics are used;

•

reviewing regularly and approving the parameters used
in these measures and the methodology adopted;

•

setting a standard for the accurate and timely
monitoring of large exposures and certain risk types of
critical importance.

•

reviewing the Group’s capability to identify and
manage new risk types; reviewing reports on any
material breaches of risk limits and the adequacy of
proposed action;

•

considering and approving the remit of the risk
management function and ensuring it has adequate
resources and appropriate access to information to
enable it to perform its function effectively and in
accordance with the relevant professional standards.
The Committee shall also ensure the function has
adequate independence and is free from management
and other restrictions;

•

‒

Financial Crime Committee

‒

Funds Risk Management Committee

‒

CASS Oversight Committee

‒

Outsourcing Oversight Committee

‒

Conduct and Policies Committee

‒

Valuation Committee

‒

Product Governance Committee

‒

Investment Trust Committee

‒

IT Oversight Committee

ensuring that the potential for operational risk
arising from significant changes to existing or new
services, products (including reflection of the risks
in product descriptions) and ventures have been
correctly identified and evaluated in advance of the
changes or the launch and reviewing the risks after
implementation;

•

taking responsibility for embedding a strong and
compliant culture and conduct across Premier Miton;

•

periodically reviewing the Business Continuity Policy,
the results of Business Continuity tests and the follow
up action taken;

•

reviewing the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment
Process document, making a proposal for risk appetite
and the Risk Appetite Statement, agreeing the capital
charges allocated to specific risks and monitoring
overall capital requirements;

premiermiton.com
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The transition from Libor to SONIA
Analysis of climate risk in bond issuers

A number of asset classes in which we invest of behalf
of clients referenced Libor, these included; money
market instruments, corporate bonds and structured
investments. The transition from Libor to SONIA presented
potential systemic and specific risks and a number of the
investments held in funds had maturity dates beyond the
ending of Libor and introduction of SONIA.
A working group was set up to assess the risks posed
and to monitor and mitigate those risks at market
and investment specific levels. The group comprised
of the Chief Risk Officer, Chief Investment Officer and
members of the risk, compliance and investment
teams. We worked with other market participants,
particularly the issuers of structured investments, to
understand the ramifications of the transition, as well
as with our funds’ depositary. The number of holdings
referencing Libor were reduced over the year and the
risks reduced accordingly.

Our fixed income team now collates and
reviews ESG data for their holdings in a
dedicated monthly review meeting. A key focus
is the low climate risk rating scores of the issuers
in the oil and gas sectors and the potential risks
to financial performance. The discussions led the
team to reduce the exposure to the sector. More
recently, various central banks have announced
they are considering corporate issuers’ climate
risk in their asset purchasing programmes.

Brexit

Climate risk

The outcome of the referendum in June 2016 had
far reaching consequences and provided numerous
challenges to the financial services industry. The
elongated timescale and uncertainty of the outcome of
Brexit caused additional issues.

During the year our understanding of climate risk has
increased in two ways.

We set up working groups to assess any possible impacts
from the UK’s exit from the EU. These included;

Firstly, we subscribed to Institutional Shareholder
Services (ISS) Climate Solutions data which provides
carbon emissions data and carbon risk ratings for 25,000
companies globally. This has allowed us to consider a
company’s carbon footprint when making investment
decisions as well as calculating and reporting carbon
footprints for funds.

•

ensuring continuity of trading and settlement
arrangements

•

ongoing functioning of derivatives markets

•

the activities of companies providing outsourced
functions to Premier Miton and our funds

Secondly, Premier Miton completed its first CDP climate
change assessment, achieving a B rating. CDP is a not
for profit charity that runs a global disclosure system
for investors, companies and cities to manage their
environmental impacts.
We believe reporting to CDP will help us get ahead
of regulatory and policy changes, identify and tackle
growing climate related risks, and find new opportunities
for action aligned with the expectations of our different
stakeholders, including our investors and shareholders.
We are using our CDP experience to encourage our
investee companies to complete the CDP assessment
in the future.
Our fossil fuel exposure remains low, with one fund,
the Premier Miton Ethical Fund, having a fossil fuel
exclusion and other fund managers finding that
companies in the fossil fuel industry are not attractive
investment opportunities.

Whilst the monitoring process was necessary and
significant, few problems were identified and the process
is now largely complete, although we continue to monitor
the situation.

COVID-19
The impact of COVID-19 was profound. It impacted the
health and well-being of people in all socio-economic
groups in all areas of the world. It led to economic and
financial market conditions that had never been seen
before. The legacy is likely to include significant changes
to how we lead our lives.
Prior to the pandemic we had experienced a modest shift
towards working from home within Premier Miton and
the company had focused on having strong IT capabilities
in place, including video conferencing facilities, that
enabled people to work from home. This gave us a good
platform to operate a primary working from home model
for our workforce as we went into a national lockdown
with workers expected to work from home if they could.
As the potential impact on our working environment
unfolded we moved from a partial working from home
set up for all staff, into a near full working from home

premiermiton.com
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model. Through our business continuity planning,
we were able to ensure complete continuity of our
investment management and client services, including
working with the various third parties we deal with, as
well as all aspects of risk management and stewardship
activities. This was particularly important during what
turned out to be highly volatile market conditions.
Premier Miton has a vendor management process in
place, categorising all vendors on different metrics to
establish their importance to the ongoing efficient
functioning of our business. Suitable alternative providers
have been sourced for necessary external services.
The level of monitoring and contact with providers
was increased through the COVID period. If we judge
ourselves on the relative risk-adjusted investment
outcomes produced for our clients over the year across
the range of funds, we look back on 2020 with a great
deal of satisfaction. The services provided by suppliers
remained robust in support of this.
Communications were also subject to significant change
and we identified three areas of interaction which we
continue to monitor;
•

•

•

Internal – email has become a way of life and
irreplaceable in the workplace, but it is
transactional. We encouraged the use of video
calls between individuals and groups, not just for
scheduled meetings, but also for business discussions
and “coffee room” chats to try and maintain a form
of normality.
Client contact – as clients also moved to working
from home we moved to a very high level of virtual
client engagement including video meetings,
webinars and online conferences. We stepped up our
digital communications plan and marketing output
of fund information, particularly during the stressed
market conditions.
Company engagement – stewardship of assets
cannot stop because of working from home. The
fund management industry, companies and their
advisers reacted quickly to the situation and company
meetings continued almost seamlessly, even to the
extent that many preferred this medium as it reduced
the amount of travel time. The evidence is that this
will continue and it will enhance our ability to engage
with companies outside the UK.
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COVID-19 had a direct impact on key
stewardship issues as well;
Through the crisis we were particularly active
in discussing the use of scrip dividends with
companies and their advisers as they looked
to preserve cash during the pandemic. A scrip
dividend could be treated as income and so
prevented the risk of forced selling by income
funds. We were successful in this regard with
Bloomsbury plc and Hostelworld plc.

Working with other stakeholders
We are active participants in the UK investment industry
and take advantage of opportunities to work with other
stakeholders. It is in the interest of investment
companies, our clients and wider society to have wellfunctioning financial markets. Some examples of this are
set out below;
•

Our Chief Executive was a main board director of the
Investment Association, retiring by rotation in 2021

•

Our HR Director sits on the Investment Association
HR Committee

•

One of our Business Development Directors sits on the
Investment Association Investment Funds Committee

•

Our Chief Operating Officer sits on the Investment
Association Operations Committee

•

Our Compliance Department participate in various
compliance, financial crime and other relevant
Investment Association groups. It also actively reviews
consultation papers and other regulatory guidance
and responds and provides input from time to time.

•

Our Head of Responsible Investing participates in
numerous Investment Association working groups
and as a previous employee of the Principles of
Responsible Investing has a broad network of contacts.

There is little doubt that some of these changes have
become business as usual activities.

premiermiton.com
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Principle 5

‒

a copy of the Responsible Investing (including
stewardship) Policy or a statement of how the
Principles of the Code have been applied by
Premier Miton is made available on the website
together with any specific disclosures required by
the UK Stewardship Code. If Premier Miton has not
applied a Principle, the policy or statement will
explain why in accordance with Application of the
Code 2012, FRC;

‒

the Responsible Investing Policy and Proxy Voting
Policy are reviewed annually and updated where
necessary to reflect changes in practice and the
revised policy or statement is updated on the
website together with the date of most recent
review;

‒

different types of stewardship activities are
published for clients to access

Signatories review their policies, assure
their processes and assess the effectiveness
of their activities.
Premier Miton maintains documented policies for all
key areas of our business. The relevant board will review
and approve all necessary policy documents or authorise
committees within the governance structure to do so. As
described earlier the Operational Risk Committee has a
central role in the review and oversight of this process.
Relevant policies are reviewed at least annually to ensure
they enable effective stewardship and currently include:
•

Proxy Voting Policy

•

Responsible Investing Policy

•

Conflicts of Interest Policy

•

Code of Ethical and Professional Conduct

•

Valuation Policy

•

Modern Slavery Policy

The approach to the drafting and updating of policies
is a collegiate one. Each policy is “owned” either by the
regulated boards or a particular committee within the
group. Typically, the annual review is led by a specialist
analyst in the compliance team who engages the key
stakeholders from all other departments for the review
process. The policy is then reviewed by the relevant
committee for comment and approval before being routed
through the governance structure as required. The final
documents are available on the intranet and all relevant
policies are available on our client-facing website.
We seek input and advice from external advisers as
required and have engaged lawyers and accountants
to review and comment on our approach, for instance
where the policy reflects new legislation or regulatory
guidance. This approach has been extended to training
for staff in areas such as market abuse regulations. The
fund’s depositary will also review certain policies as part
of its annual due diligence on our approach, including
our stewardship disclosures.
The reporting, monitoring, oversight and internal
assurance of our stewardship activities follows a similar
approach, steered by our Conduct & Policies Committee.
The key role of this committee is set out below:
•

oversees and monitors compliance with the UK
Stewardship Code (published by the FRC) to
demonstrate that Premier Miton has appropriate
information regarding potential and actual investee
companies, to provide assurance that investments
are in the best interests of the relevant fund and our
clients, taking into account the nature, complexity
and size of each investment;

•

ensures that:
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•

reviews management information and other reports
on Premier Miton’s engagement with investee
boards, including where Premier Miton has directly,
or joined with other investors, ensures that critical
issues are communicated to investee boards for
their consideration, comment and/or action, as
appropriate;

•

receives:

•

‒

a summary of instances where stewardship is
outsourced to third parties and monitors that due
diligence is conducted regarding the third parties’
approach to stewardship,

‒

a summary of the compliance monitoring results
of stewardship activities and discusses those
results and considers any proposals or actions to
improve the stewardship framework;

‒

the voting report and discusses voting practices
and analyses the report to ensure that we evaluate
advice or recommendations from third parties
regarding the approach to voting before casting
votes; and

monitors insider lists.

As shown earlier this committee includes senior
representatives from the relevant areas in the business.
In addition we include a high level summary of our
stewardship activities in our annual report, which is
internally assured.
We continuously assess our approach to stewardship, and
the reporting of our activities, and strive to improve our
effectiveness and our reporting. One way of supporting
this improvement is through our Responsible Investing
Forum where investment staff discuss their approach to
stewardship activities with colleagues supported by the
Head of Responsible Investing.
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Investment strategy
Our responsible investing strategy is part of our corporate
sustainability strategy which also includes management
of the environmental impact of our operations, people
and community.
Our approach to responsible investing is set out in
our Responsible Investing Policy, published on our
website. Oversight of activities, as well as an annual
review of related policies, is provided by our investment
and product governance structures. Where we act as
managers of investment trusts, we report on stewardship
activities to their boards.

Evolving the strategy
The effectiveness of the governance structure and
the process for implementation of responsible
investing is kept under review. During 2020,
the Responsible Investing Forum was created,
drawing its membership from across investment,
marketing and risk oversight teams and chaired
by the Head of Responsible Investing. The aim
of the forum is to facilitate relevant discussions
and share best practice on responsible investing
activities and monitor progress on stewardship
activities with the aim of achieving sustainable
benefits for our clients, the environment and
society. This has proven to be an increasingly
popular group and will play a key role in
the management and development of our
stewardship activities in the future. For example,
the fixed income team’s ESG metrics were
developed from discussions within this group.

Investment approach
As of 31 December 2020 our assets under management
were £12.0bn and were split as follows;

£6.3bn
£4.1bn
£0.5bn
£0.7bn
£0.4bn

Equity funds
Multi asset funds
Fixed income funds
Investment trusts
Mandates managed for third parties

Premier Miton considers ESG factors in its investment
processes across its different investment strategies. The
approach to the integration of ESG factors has to be
appropriate and applicable to each investment strategy.
For example, derivatives come with specific challenges
such as liquidity, but derivatives exchanges are being
encouraged by different industry trade groups to develop
a better ESG framework. When investing in shares or
bonds issued by companies, the integration of ESG is
fundamental to our approach.
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By considering ESG factors alongside financial
considerations, Premier Miton enhances its decision
making by considering a wider range of important factors
that can impact on the long term viability of a company,
as well as the sustainability of the economy, environment
and society. This analysis of financial and non financial
factors is undertaken throughout the whole investment
process, from company research and analysis, portfolio
monitoring and buying and selling decisions and is
supported by the Head of Responsible Investing with
oversight from the Chief Investment Officer. We constantly
review new research, ESG data and ESG risks to ensure
that we are being as effective as possible.
Premier Miton believes that combining financial analysis
with ESG analysis leads to improved decision making and
therefore better long term returns for clients.
Premier Miton’s experience demonstrates that governance
is often the most important of the three factors, with an
experienced chairperson and suitably composed board of
directors critical to facilitate a company’s delivery of good
long term financial performance alongside good, long
term sustainable benefits.
Management expertise and appropriately aligned
remuneration are also important to implement
the company’s strategy and to manage risks. The
management of environmental risks, especially climate
related financial risk, is increasingly important particularly
in high climate risk industrial sectors such as oil & gas
and utilities. A company’s approach to social risks such as
diversity and labour practices are increasingly viewed as
an indicator of competent management.
Integrating ESG into our multi manager funds, which
invest in the funds of specialist third party managers, has
particular challenges due to less ESG research or data
being available on a fund basis. We took the decision to
create our own due diligence questionnaire to allow us
to better understand each underlying fund manager’s
approach to responsible investing, ESG integration and
stewardship. We have started with the managers with
the highest perceived ESG risk and during the year we
have analysed 32 responses out of 65 managers held in
our funds. Through analysis of the responses, we were
able to gain a better understanding of each manager’s
approach to ESG implementation, which has influenced
our investment decisions.
One way to evidence the outcome of the inclusion of
ESG factors in our funds is through third party fund
ESG ratings. Of the 17 Premier Miton funds that have a
Morningstar sustainability rating, 11 are scored average or
above. These ratings are not available for all our funds as
the underlying assets in which many of our funds invest
are not suitable for this analysis, including third party
funds, or do not have sufficient third party ESG scores due
to their smaller company focus.
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Principle 6
Signatories take account of client and
beneficiary needs and communicate
the activities and outcomes of their
stewardship and investment to them.

AUM breakdown by asset class
% of AUM per investment strategy as at 31 December 2020

Asset class

% AUM

Overview

Equity

53.0

Our purpose is to actively and responsibly manage our
clients’ investments for a better financial future. Conscious
that we are managing other people’s assets, a key part
of our client focused approach is in ensuring that client
communications clearly articulate our stewardship and
investment activities to existing and potential clients.

Multi asset

34.0

Our client access is typically intermediated through UK
financial advisers or discretionary managers, serviced
by our specialist advisory and discretionary business
development teams. We also ensure that individual
investors, who may be investing directly, have access to
ongoing communications about our stewardship activities.
Client communications are distributed through a
number of channels, including face to face meetings
with representatives from our business development
teams, investment teams and responsible investing
teams, fund fact sheets, presentations, reports, insight
notes, videos, webinars, events, PR, social media and
specialist blogs. In line with our commitment to
sustainability and changing client communication
preferences, most of our communication activity is now
digital, including through our website, that increasingly
acts as our ‘communication hub’.

Fixed income

4.5

Investment trusts

5.6

Segregated mandates

2.9

AUM breakdown by geography (by listing
or incorporation)
% of AUM per investment strategy as at 31 December 2020

Geography

% AUM

North America

15.0

UK

41.0

Europe ex UK

42.0

Japan

1.0

Emerging markets

0.5

Asia Pacific ex Japan

0.5

Client breakdown
% of AUM per client type as at 31 December 2020

Client type

% AUM

Institutional

9.0

Retail

premiermiton.com
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Investment time horizon
We consider the investment time horizon appropriate to
deliver good investment outcomes to our clients to be at
least five years in our equity and bond funds. We believe
this time horizon is relevant considering the expected
range of risk and return of these asset classes. Our
absolute return funds have specific objectives to deliver
an absolute return over rolling three year periods, and
this has been considered to be appropriate because of
the specific investment strategies. Our money market
fund is considered to be suitable for time horizons of up
to one year, bearing in mind the types of investments
held in this fund.
These time horizons are included in a number of client
communications including Key Investor Information
Documents, Prospectus and adviser target market
assessment documents. These are available to clients
including via our website, financial advisers and third
parties such as websites and data vendors.

Client feedback
Our client communication is continually changing
to reflect feedback from clients. We include requests
for feedback on our website pages and in client
communications, including our half yearly retail investor
reports. Client feedback and complaints are reviewed
by relevant teams at Premier Miton and at our quarterly
Product Governance Committee.
We also seek and receive feedback via our client facing
teams, including our business development teams,
speaking to discretionary fund managers and advisers,
and our investor services team, handling calls and emails
from adviser clients and retail investors.
We believe our current feedback process is robust,
seeking feedback from clients and making relevant
changes, but we also understand the benefit of using
digital feedback to assess levels of customer satisfaction
with our current communications, and to offer more
opportunity for ideas to enhance the communication
to clients. We are developing new online surveys on our
website, including to assess the quality of information we
provide and to gather comments on how we can improve
our service.
We have worked with the Plain English Campaign to
review the clarity of some of our retail investor documents
and are currently working with them on the wording for
our retirement income guide.
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How assets have been managed in
alignment with clients’ stewardship and
investment policies
Our governance processes are designed to ensure
we continually monitor that client assets are being
managed aligned with our stewardship and investment
policies. This includes ongoing reviews by our risk and
performance team, and oversight in various governance
groups including the Investment Oversight Committee,
Funds Risk Committee, Product Governance Committee
and Conduct & Policies Committee. These groups
consider the performance, portfolio characteristics and
communication for our products compared with what we
described we would do for clients. We remain confident
our clients’ assets are being managed in alignment with
their stewardship policies, but where issues do occur,
relevant action is taken.
Our annual Value Assessment Report for 2020 was
redesigned to make it easier for clients to read and
assess the value delivered of our funds against the
seven required criteria. Where any of our funds were
assessed as not delivering value over the relevant period,
relevant actions were included in the report and an
internal process is in place to ensure these actions are
implemented and the impact of the actions is monitored.

What we communicate: general
Our communications around stewardship and investment
activity includes making a broad range of information
available to existing and potential clients to keep clients
properly informed before and after they make any
investment with us.
For example, this includes core product information
available on our website product pages covering an
investment overview, details of the investment approach,
performance, portfolio breakdown, prices and charges, as
well as information about the fund managers.
We provide monthly fund manager commentaries on the
website to keep advisers up to date with fund managers’
assessment of performance, portfolio activity, investment
views and ongoing strategy. Retail investors receive twice
yearly statements on their holdings, covering similar areas.
We also provide various other types of communication
content to keep advisers better informed, including
fund manager videos, infographic videos, for example to
explain how we manage the different underlying asset
classes in our multi asset funds, and insight notes.
Our regular webinars, which typically feature a fund
manager presentation, allow clients to listen to our fund
managers and other specialist presenters discuss our
investments and other key issues.

premiermiton.com
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We are launching specific investment guides targeted
at retail investors designed to clearly explain our broad
range of multi asset funds and using our funds for
retirement income. For the future, our retirement income
guide will be reviewed by the Plain English Campaign
designed to ensure it is written in a way that is easier for
retail investors to understand.

communication platform. Clients can manage their
communication with us through our preference centre.

•

In person meetings with representatives from our
business development and investment teams

We are continuing to develop our digital communications
platform, including greater use of our website, online
feedback tools, social media and our blog, as well
as greater automation in the production of client
communication content, including client service
documents, to continually improve the standards of our
client communication services.

•

Client service team via email or telephone

•

Half yearly retail investor statements and newsletters

•

Monthly factsheets

•

Monthly fund manager commentaries for advisers

•

Website

•

Insight notes

•

Emails

•

Webinars

•

Videos

•

Events

•

Press

•

Social media

•

Fixed income blog – fixedonbonds.com

•

Via third parties including partner platforms and
general investment platforms

What we communicate: ESG related
Over the last few years, we have also expanded our client
communication related to responsible investing, including
ESG integration across our fund range and our growing
range of dedicated ESG funds.
Early in 2021 we will be launching a responsible investing
section of our website and a new overview presentation
outlining Premier Miton’s approach to responsible
investing.
In addition to the regulatory non-financial objectives
reports for our dedicated ESG funds, we are creating
our first sustainability report for two of our dedicated
ESG funds, designed to provide insight into why we
adopt our specific sustainable investment approach,
how we are investing and the impact of our investments
including alignment with the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals.
We have also organised a series of video interviews with
our dedicated ESG fund managers and the CEO of
investee companies, designed to provide clients with a
greater insight into the types of sustainable companies
which we invest in on their behalf.
Our more educational webinars featuring our Head of
Responsible Investing, covering key ESG related topics,
have been well received by advisers.
We publish our Responsible Investing Policy, Voting
Policy, quarterly voting disclosure (how we voted) and this
report on our website at premiermiton.com/responsibility.

How we communicate
We communicate with potential and existing clients
through a wide range of channels, designed to
enhance the opportunity for clients to stay in touch
with our products, their specific investments with us
and our business progress. As you would expect, this
communication is increasingly digitally based, and
we continue to invest in progressing our digital client
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Listed below are different channels we use to
communicate with clients.

When we communicate
Our client communication includes a mix of regular
monthly, quarterly, half yearly, annual and ad hoc
material. We strive to make sure our website is
continuously providing relevant, timely information
by having almost daily ‘editorial’ meetings including
considering feedback from our client service teams
and advisers.

Corporate sustainability
As a company, we are continually seeking to perform
better from a sustainability point of view and contribute
to the long term sustainability of our operations,
alongside our focus on responsible investing. As well as
reducing paper client communication and printing more
sustainably, our website contains information for our
clients on our environmental initiatives, including how we
manage energy use, managing our waste and our carbon
offset programme for our residual carbon footprint. A
corporate sustainability report is included in the annual
report for Premier Miton Group plc. Our client website
also contains details of our support for protecting and
enhancing biodiversity through our gold partnerships
with Surrey Wildlife Trust and London Wildlife Trust.
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Principle 7
Signatories systematically integrate
stewardship and investment, including
material environmental, social and
governance issues, and climate change,
to fulfil their responsibilities.
Across Premier Miton, all stewardship activities are
undertaken by fund managers and are applicable
and proportionate to each fund’s objective and policy,
investment strategy and permitted asset classes.
Most fund managers meet their investee companies
as a routine part of the investment process and as
they undertake stewardship activities themselves, the
outcomes are automatically considered in investment
decisions.
As truly active fund managers, we believe we can add
significant value through actively engaging with company
management. These meetings not only help identify
companies with strong management and promising
business prospects, but also provide us with a good
understanding of the corporate risks that may exist and how
they can be mitigated. Since we tend to invest in companies
that share our attitudes, in most cases we would expect to
vote in line with the management’s proposals.
When we do have a different view, we are always keen
to understand why that is the case and engage with
management teams in order to do so. Even so, in some
cases, we do still vote against various resolutions, because
we believe it is in our clients’ interests to do so.
The fund managers are encouraged to share investment
ideas where appropriate and will often hold joint
meetings with prospective and investee companies.
Investment teams will meet regularly to share views.
For example, the UK equity team meet weekly and the
whole investment team meets monthly. We also have a
quarterly Responsible Investing Forum, led by our Head of
Responsible Investing, to discuss ESG issues more widely,
including updates on new regulations, market trends,
internal processes including ESG data updates, ESG
integration progress, as well as other ESG related topics
generated from across our different investment teams, for
example sustainable investment growth themes.
For the funds where we align the revenues of the
underlying investee companies to the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals we utilise analysis from
Ethical Screening and have detailed discussions with
them on any areas of disagreement. Ethical Screening
are aware of the long term sustainable growth themes
that are applied and any exclusions to investment that
exist. Similarly, Ethical Screening provide ESG scores for
companies we have asked them to score and we intend
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to continue the process with other asset classes such as
alternative investments.

Different funds, asset classes and
geographies
Different asset classes and geographies pose different
challenges when analysing ESG factors. It is usual for
smaller companies to produce less information on
ESG matters and they are often not well covered by
mainstream third party data providers. We will therefore
engage with such companies, and their advisers, that are
of interest to us in order to make our own assessment.
This will often hold true for companies from emerging
markets as well. We aim to vote on 100% of the occasions
we are able to in order to achieve the outcomes that we
seek from our investments, no matter in which country
the company may reside.
When investing in corporate bonds we recognise
the reduced ability to influence a company through
engagement or voting. However, we still assess the
ESG credentials of a company in the analysis process
and it is a fundamental driver in our decision making
and will meet with company management as a part
of this process. We accept that disinvestment may be
necessary if a company cannot be influenced to meet
required standards.
For our multi manager funds we have constructed an ESG
specific questionnaire to assess third party fund manager
approaches, which we use alongside regular manager
due diligence meetings. We will also look at ESG scoring
metrics from third parties.

The integration of ESG in decision making
Each investment team is able to take its own approach to
analysing ESG factors when making investment decisions
to best serve clients. These approaches are regularly
discussed and reviewed with the Head of Responsible
Investing and Chief Investment Officer. We believe
that the fund managers and investment analysts, who
undertake the research on a specific company, are best
placed to consider ESG factors and how they will impact
on the profitability and sustainability of a company, and
the potential financial returns for shareholders.
The investment teams managing dedicated sustainable
funds review a wide range of ESG factors, which are
expected to evolve over time. There will be minimum ESG
criteria and scores required to be met before a company
can be held in the fund. These factors may include:
•

Corporate governance, including;
‒

female representation on boards

‒

remuneration structure

‒

efficacy of auditors
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‒
•

•

•

•
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disclosures

management, including;
‒

tenure

‒

capability

‒

clarity of strategy and policies

sustainability of business including;
‒

barriers to entry

‒

risks to assets

‒

regulatory risk

‒

innovation

contribution to United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals, including;
‒

revenues aligned to the goals

‒

negative impacts

environmental and social impact of business,
including;
‒

carbon emissions

‒

resource usage and intensity

‒

supply chain management

‒

business ethics

There will also be a focus on long term sustainable
growth themes, which include;
•

Food productivity and safety

•

Health and wellbeing

•

Education

•

Gender equality

•

Energy transition

•

Financial inclusion

•

Infrastructure

•

Circular economy
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Principle 8
Signatories monitor and hold to account
managers and/or service providers.
Premier Miton uses a variety of ESG information sources
including company reports, meetings with management
and boards as well as specialist ESG research and data.
We subscribe to a number of independent providers
of ESG data and research including Ethical Screening,
ISS (governance quality score, climate solutions and
proxy voting research), FTSE ESG, CDP global disclosure
data and Bloomberg, with a number of these datasets
introduced during the last year.
Premier Miton’s Outsourcing Oversight Committee
reviews and monitors key outsourced service and data
suppliers. The committee meets quarterly and considers
key risks associated with outsourced service providers and
suppliers as required.
The specific service providers for ESG information and
data are decided upon by the Chief Investment Officer
and Head of Responsible Investing, following consultation
with the investment team and the operations team.
The ongoing suitability of existing or potential new
service providers are discussed on an annual basis at the
appropriate committee and the quarterly Responsible
Investing Forum, chaired by the Head of Responsible
Investing and attended by the Chief Investment Officer,
fund managers and investment analysts.
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We review our proxy voting process annually with ISS
who provide us with proxy voting advice and solutions,
particularly any default voting settings for specific funds.
At the time of the integration of the investment teams,
following our merger, we worked closely with ISS to
ensure that proxy voting systems were aligned and
fund managers were given training to create a standard
approach and to confirm that the service from ISS met
the required, new, company-wide standards.
Some of our funds have significant exposure to UK and
smaller companies globally and we regularly encourage
data providers to improve their coverage of this sector.
Additionally, we access publically available ESG company
scores including through S&P, MSCI and Sustainalytics
and are increasingly finding that Premier Miton’s external
providers of non-ESG specific research are providing ESG
commentary and data within company research.
The multi manager investment team constructed a
bespoke ESG questionnaire as part of the due diligence
process for existing and potential third party fund
managers in order to understand their approach to ESG.
This has become a key element of the team’s investment
process.
During 2021 we will enhance our internal investment
procedures by asking all portfolio managers to complete
a questionnaire on their approach to ESG integration.

We regularly interact with all our service providers on
a range of topics and we have a questionnaire for our
key vendors which we send out annually to gather
information covering a broad range of areas including
their culture, code of ethics, policy with regards to
diversity and inclusion, modern slavery and anti-bribery
arrangements. With regards to our ESG related service
providers we are in regular contact to ensure that we
understand the provider’s methodology and enter
discussions on the differences in ESG view between
the provider and Premier Miton investment teams;
for example, based on updated information from our
investment teams gained through recent engagement
activities or results presentations. In the situation
where expectations have not been met, we increase our
frequency and level of service monitoring and elevate
ongoing concerns to the relevant committees to address.
We also work closely with Ethical Screening on our
dedicated sustainable and ethical funds, particularly
on ESG scoring metrics and the mapping of investee
company’s revenues to the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals. They provide a bespoke and on
demand service which we use to tailor the services
provided to our specific requirements.

premiermiton.com
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Principle 9
Signatories engage with issuers to
maintain or enhance the value of assets.
Our approach to engagement
Premier Miton believes that engagement with the
companies in which we invest gives us a greater
understanding of their business activities and ESG
characteristics, which are both key factors in the potential
returns that may be generated from any investment, and
therefore our ability to meet the investment objectives of
the funds and our clients’ investment expectations.
We adopt a team based approach to our investment
strategies across all asset classes. The fund managers
have proven track records and are given the appropriate
freedom to apply their strategies and express their
investment views in the funds, within a disciplined
product governance framework, which includes portfolio
monitoring and compliance. Engagement is considered
to be a part of the investment strategy and will differ from
team to team, depending on the asset class, for example
UK equities, and any particular part of an asset class, such
as smaller companies, and where the team thinks they
can make the most progress with a specific company.
There are some ESG factors where engagement and
voting are aligned across teams. The four UK equity teams
have a focus on the compensation polices of company
boards, with “not rewarding failure” a fundamental
tenet of the approach. More broadly we are advocates
of increased diversity of boards and senior staff; for
example we encourage companies to increase the female
representation on boards.
For our global sustainable equity funds we produce
bi-annual Non-Financial Objectives Reports which
include details of the sustainable focus of the funds,
stewardship activities, female representation on company
boards and carbon footprint. Similar reports will be
produced for other sustainable and responsible investing
focused funds. In 2021 we will also produce detailed
Sustainability Reports for the global funds, designed to
provide insight into why the fund managers adopt their
specific investment approach, how we are investing and
the impact of the investments.
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Our fund managers and analysts meet the management
of current and prospective investee companies as part
of their research process. Increasingly, meetings are
coordinated with Premier Miton’s Head of Responsible
Investing where company ESG risks exist or specific ESG
engagement is being undertaken.
During the year the fund managers and analysts attended
2,701 meetings with companies. This included meetings
held by our multi manager team with third party fund
managers. These meetings are a major part of our due
diligence process as well as our ongoing investment
monitoring process.
Usually a significant number of these meetings would
be in person, but due to COVID-19 related restrictions,
company meetings have typically been via video
and telephone conferencing. This has brought some
benefits in terms of time efficiency as it negates time
taken to travel to meetings and has often meant that
the availability of company management teams has
improved. We have also been able to attend virtual
conferences which is an efficient way to meet company
management.
As virtual meetings became more normal, more frequent
communication with companies outside the UK has also
been possible.
Compared to 2019, when we had a combined 2,123
meetings across all geographical regions, we have been
more active in meeting companies during 2020, holding
over 30% more meetings.

Engagement by company location

UK - 46%
Europe - 21%
US - 6%
Global - 27%

Befesa – engaging on environmental reporting
We held a meeting with Befesa to discuss their environmental reporting which we felt did not fully
demonstrate their leading practices in the sector of waste management. We explained that increased
transparency and additional metrics would further highlight the company’s key role in the sector, and support
their company valuation. Management took our suggestions on board, and we look forward to their next
annual report to review the additional data.

premiermiton.com
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Engagement differs by fund, asset class
and geography
The fund managers ensure the level of corporate
engagement is appropriate for the investment strategy
employed. For example, it is typically greater with smaller
companies where we have a significant shareholding
and increased influence, and UK companies which are
easier to meet. Half of the meetings with UK companies
were undertaken by the investment teams that specialise
in smaller companies. The investment teams of the
sustainable and ethical themed funds also tend to be
more active in meeting companies in line with the nonfinancial objectives included in their strategies.
When we meet companies, we typically find the Chief
Executive Officer and Finance Director offer the best
oversight on company strategy and business updates, but
additionally we also find value in meeting chairpersons
and the investor relations representatives. As its relevance
has increased in our expanding range of dedicated
sustainable and ethical themed funds, we may also meet
the head of sustainability.
Topics regularly discussed with company management
during the year included their response to COVID-19,
company refinancing, dividend strategy, remuneration,
board structure and company reporting. In 2021, we
will be updating our systems to allow for improved
documenting of ESG topics covered in meetings to allow
enhanced reporting on engagement topics in the future.
It can be more difficult to engage when investing in
companies outside the UK and Europe, particularly in
obtaining one-on-one meetings. We make extensive use
of specialist research providers in order to gain relevant
information on companies. We maintain contact with
relevant company advisers, particularly their brokers, as
an indirect route to engage. A good example of this
would be our contacts with regional brokers in the
US who can provide insight and engagement with
companies for the Premier Miton US Smaller Companies
Fund. We will also attend conferences, physically if
possible, but increasingly virtually, to be able to engage
with company management. These conferences can be
general or sector specific.

Multi manager
The multi manager team spoke to all of their third party
fund managers at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.
They found it was a useful evaluation of the technology
supporting remote working and also an assessment of the
well-being of the investment professionals that they invest
with; many had not experienced working away from an
office environment before. These conversations provided
assurance that the managers were able to continue
managing the funds to meet their investment objectives.
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Active engagements
During 2020, we started to record our active
engagements on ESG matters. We recorded 26 occasions
where we approached management with a specific
suggestion for change, with the majority being with
companies held in either the UK smaller companies,
sustainable or ethical themed funds. Over half of the
discussions were focused on governance issues such as
board and remuneration. These engagements enabled
us to share our views with company management to
encourage change and reduce risk.
Engagements also focused on requests for improved
environmental disclosures such as greenhouse gas
emissions and discussions on social and labour issues
including gender pay and modern slavery. Just under
half of the discussions were successful with management
making changes aligned with our requests which we
believe will improve their attractiveness.

Active engagement by issue

Governance - 14
Environment - 5
Business strategy - 3
All ESG - 2
Social - 2

Games Workshop – engaging on business
strategy and succession
We met with the long standing Chair of the board
of this global entertainment company in 2019
to discuss business strategy and encouraged
the company to expand the licensing of their
intellectual property. We also highlighted
succession planning for the Chair who had
exceeded the acceptable period of tenure as well
as holding a large number of other directorships.
We deemed the engagement successful during
2020, when the company entered into a licensing
agreement for their intellectual property and
recently appointed a new female Chair, changes
we believe will support the long term value of
their business.
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RDI REIT – engaging on indebtedness
and management
We had a dialogue with this property company
during the year. We had initially explained why
we did not consider the company investible due
to high levels of debt. We also had reservations
over the quality of the senior management of
the business. Over the year, following a number
of disposals, their debt level reduced to an
acceptable level and the CEO has been replaced
by a strong internal candidate. As such, this
company became a potential investment.
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There are numerous outcomes and benefits our fund
managers get from meeting companies, including
through video or telephone meetings. We recognise
the importance of encouraging increased company
disclosures and other actions on ESG related issues.
During the pandemic, continuing to be in close contact
with company management has been important to
monitor companies’ performance in such difficult and
unusual trading environments.
We view engagement as a dynamic, ongoing process
rather than one that comes to a conclusion. If we discuss
a particular issue with a company and it comes to a
satisfactory conclusion, we would not consider that closes
the monitoring of that company. For example, if a board
were to improve its gender balance to a satisfactory
level it would not conclude our engagement with the
company. We continue the process of ongoing analysis.
Similarly, engagement on corporate climate disclosure
requires ongoing monitoring of annual reports to see if
progress has been made.
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Principle 10
Signatories, where necessary,
participate in collaborative engagement
to influence issuers.
We have not actively collaborated with other investors
during the year due to regulatory concerns around
market abuse. Furthermore, there were few opportunities
for us to do so. However, on further review and advice
we are becoming more open to collaborating with other
investors and will review each opportunity on a case by
case basis. Clearly, we do collaborate across our own
investment teams where more than one team invests in a
company. Two examples of this are outlined below.

Alternative Credit Investments
(formerly Pollen Street Secured Lending)
A number of our funds were invested in this
investment trust which had a public disagreement
between the board and its investment manager
on the future direction. We spoke to the board
and confirmed our support. As a significant
shareholder we also contacted the manager and
informed them of our support for the board and
to urge their co-operation with board requests
not to hold their dispute in public. Subsequently
we noted that there have been no new public
exchanges between the board and the manager
and the relationship is much improved.

Victory Park Speciality Lending
In the period prior to this investment trust’s
continuation vote the fund management
teams of our absolute return strategy and multi
manager funds collaborated in an approach to
the managers of the trust and the board. Three
specific issues were addressed and successfully
resolved to allow both teams to vote in favour of
the trust’s continuation;
•

Improved governance; a director from the
fund manager was replaced to ensure all
directors were fully independent

•

More challenging performance hurdles
were put in place including an automatic
discontinuation vote and redemption if the
hurdles are not met

•

Improved discount control measures

premiermiton.com
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Principle 11
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Signatories, where necessary, escalate
stewardship activities to influence issuers.

As active managers, a disagreement on corporate strategy
or risk mitigation with company management may lead
us to sell our holding, rather than escalating the issue. For
example, where we believe we are unable to satisfactorily
resolve the issue with the company or the issue could
have a negative impact on the long term sustainability
and investment outcome for the business.

Issues that require escalation may be identified through a
number of means, including:

Premier Miton Ethical Fund

•

the manager of the fund invested in a company

•

the Responsible Investing team

•

a combination of the manager of the fund invested
in a company and the Responsible Investing team
following discussion

•

the internal independent risk team

•

another of our fund managers analysing the company

•

a service provider of ESG research or scores

•

media alerts

Once an issue has been identified it will be discussed
between the fund manager and the Responsible
Investing team to decide upon its materiality. If the
issue is considered to be of relatively low importance it
would be raised with the company at the next scheduled
meeting, which is likely to follow a results announcement,
or potentially through the company’s advisers.
Premier Miton maintains a corporate access log which
includes details of meetings with companies and registers
meetings where ESG matters have been discussed,
including specific issues raised.

Escalation may differ between funds
We are not prescriptive in the prioritisation of issues as
they may have a differing impact on different funds that
we manage. For example, if an issue arose on a company’s
dividend payments, that would have a different effect
on an income fund, where investors seek higher levels of
income than if it were held in a growth fund.
Each issue is debated and prioritised on its own merits.
If an issue is identified in a company that is held across
more than one investment strategy, the relevant fund
managers and the Responsible Investing team will
collaborate, where possible, on the approach and
discussions with the company to find a resolution.
However, the fund managers are charged with meeting
specific investment objectives and therefore a good
outcome for one fund may differ to another. These
different objectives may result in different fund managers
wishing to adopt a different stewardship approach. In
these instances, potential conflicts are usually resolved
by the fund managers and the Head of Responsible
Investing, but if escalation is required, the Chief
Investment Officer or ultimately the Conduct & Policies
Committee will decide on Premier Miton’s approach.
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This fund focuses on UK companies that the fund
managers believe contribute to the requirements of
a sustainable, civilised society and whose products or
services are of widespread benefit to the community. It
adheres to the ethical criteria agreed between Premier
Miton and the fund’s independent Committee of
Reference, which determine areas that the fund should
both target and avoid.
The Committee of Reference is an independent group
which consists of experienced representatives from a
variety of backgrounds who oversee the fund to ensure
it complies with its ethical standards. The committee is
responsible for establishing, reviewing and amending,
where necessary, the ethical policy, which governs the
selection of potentially suitable investments for inclusion
in the fund.
The committee monitors the investee companies and
new investments made by the fund to ensure the fund
managers comply with the agreed ethical criteria. For
example, the fund cannot invest in companies with
significant tobacco interests, that develop pornographic
materials or manufacture armaments, but the fund
managers will aim to target those companies that
develop products and services that aid environmental
sustainability, or promote ethical causes.
The committee meets three times a year and regularly
challenges the ESG characteristics of potential and
existing fund investments, to ensure that they meet the
required ethical criteria. This included a discussion on the
fund’s holding in Boohoo.

Boohoo
We spoke to the online retailer frequently during
the year on a number of issues relating to their
supply chain management. Initial meetings with the
newly appointed Head of Sustainability provided
some comfort. However, on seeing reports in the
press regarding issues in their supply chain, we
had immediate follow up discussions and decided
to sell our holding from the Premier Miton Ethical
Fund, as our ESG assessment had changed and the
company was no longer compliant with the fund’s
ethical policy. The company has committed to make
changes with the program underway. We continue
to monitor the company’s progress closely.
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Escalation may differ by asset class,
geography and company size
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Multi manager

It is generally easier to escalate matters with UK and
European companies than in other regions, which is
partly due to accessibility. Premier Miton has funds that
invest in all regions of the world, but a large percentage
of the firm’s assets under management are in funds
invested in UK and European listed shares and bonds. We
are therefore able to escalate matters more effectively in
these regions.

The multi manager team invest in funds managed
by third party managers of all sizes. However, it is
expected that large and small fund management
companies alike will apply robust ESG practices in
the management of their funds and we undertake
the same due diligence process with all of them.

Similarly, as a medium sized fund manager, we typically
own larger percentages of smaller companies compared
with medium and larger sized companies. This means
we expect to have better access and more influence on
smaller sized companies that we invest in. It is difficult for
us to influence larger companies, especially companies
outside the UK, where we are a very small investor, but we
can still take action on behalf of our clients, as described
in the following case study on our holding in Amazon.

The outcome of any escalation is key to our decision to
retain or sell a holding in a company, although it may
result in ongoing monitoring.

Amazon
We held Amazon in the Premier Miton Global
Sustainable Growth Fund. The company met the
required ESG criteria. During the COVID-19 pandemic
concerns came to light regarding how the company
was treating its staff, and these were accompanied by
a number of shareholder led resolutions. Following a
review of the issues raised and the small size of our
holding of a very large company, we concluded that
escalating the issue with the company would be
fruitless. The company no longer met our ESG criteria
and the shares were sold.

Ceres Power
We supported management on two resolutions
where ISS was recommending votes against. In the
first case, management was asking shareholders
to approve the reappointment of the auditor. ISS
was concerned that there was a delay in producing
the company’s annual report and therefore the
auditor’s remuneration could not be adequately
considered. However, Ceres Power was changing its
financial year-end from June to December, which
we believed was an adequate reason for the delay
in publishing the accounts. We expect full audit fee
disclosure upon publication. The second resolution
sought to allow virtual shareholder meetings. ISS
was concerned that the proposal could allow for
virtual-only meetings. However, after discussion
with management, we believed that by adopting
the proposal, shareholder meetings would become
more widely available to investors, which we see as
a positive development.

The escalation process also differs across asset classes.

Bonds
The fixed income team have a disciplined ESG
scoring system for the companies that issue
the bonds in their investment universe. Those
companies that do not meet minimum criteria
are not considered to be investable. The fund
managers and analysts will meet with companies,
usually in group meetings on results presentations
or bond issuance. Given corporate voting structures,
generally, bond holders have little influence on
a company’s strategy and therefore, if one of our
investee companies falls below the minimum
criteria the bond will typically be sold.

premiermiton.com
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Principle 12
Signatories actively exercise their rights
and responsibilities.
We actively vote on all corporate resolutions, unless
it is not possible to do so, as it is an important part
of our stewardship responsibilities. We receive voting
recommendations from ISS Proxy Voting Services, a
company which also actions voting decisions on our
behalf. Our fund managers review their recommendations
before issuing final voting instructions. This review takes
into account their knowledge of the investee company,
the company structure, annual report and other
disclosures and previous engagement dialogue.
The fund managers will discuss resolutions across
investment teams with colleagues that hold shares in the
company to ensure consistent voting where appropriate,
although fund managers of different funds can make
their own decisions to ensure that actions are in the
best interests of investors in those funds. The Head of
Responsible Investing will also review voting decisions,
where required and voting records are monitored by the
Conduct & Policies Committee. We updated our Voting
Policy during the year to widen the scope to all markets,
including fixed income investments and included a
section on climate risk. This policy and quarterly voting
disclosure records are available on our website.
We aim to vote 100% of the shares held in the funds
on all occasions. During the twelve months to the end
of December 2020, across our funds we voted at 1,216
shareholder meetings on 12,753 resolutions, representing
over 97% of all possible votes across all asset classes.
In a small number of cases we were unable to vote, for
example due to issues with voting documentation.
The manager of each fund can decide on a default policy
for how proxy votes should be cast, such as “vote with
ISS recommendation” but all votes are reviewed on an
individual basis. Discussion may take place with other
Premier Miton fund managers who hold a company prior
to casting a vote.
Premier Miton are typically responsible for all decisions
regarding voting on behalf of our clients, who are not
able to instruct us to vote at any meeting of an underlying
investment, though we are happy to engage with clients
on their views. For our segregated mandate clients, we
will agree the approach to voting with them.
Premier Miton does not any undertake stock lending
activities; this policy would require board approval to
change. We invest in line with the recommended minimum
investor holding periods for the funds that we manage,
which is typically five years. Therefore, our voting decisions
are aligned with those time scales and reviewed on that
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basis. We do not borrow shares to cast votes or undertake
any voting that is not aligned with the economic interest
that we have, in other words “empty voting”.
The voting rights of shares will be part of the research
process of the fund managers and analysts undertaken
prior to purchase. We monitor the voting rights of
shares that are owned through ISS, who notify the fund
managers and Head of Responsible Investing directly of
any changes to voting rights. We review the service we
have received with ISS, our proxy voting advisers, annually
and consider alternative service providers. ISS have,
hitherto, provided a good service and are responsive to
any queries we have raised.

Voting by company location

UK - 53%
Europe - 21%
US - 17%
Rest of the world - 9%

Shareholder meeting by type

Annual - 76%
Special - 20%
Other* - 4%

* Court, Annual/Special combined

The majority of company meetings were annual
meetings, although almost one quarter were special or
other meetings, often driven by corporate activity such as
mergers and acquisitions.
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Asset classes other than company shares
In addition to company shares we apply our voting policy
across all assets including investment trusts, exchange
traded funds (ETFs) and corporate bonds. In such cases
we voted on 3,695 resolutions at 160 meetings, which
represented just over 10% of all shareholder meetings
for the group. We voted against management in a small
number of cases (less than 1%) relating to director
appointments and remuneration, as well as in response
to generic resolutions of “transact other business” where
we did not know in advance the content and vote against
as a rule.
Where we are able to cast votes on corporate bond
holdings we will do so. Moreover, we will discuss with
the issuers the terms and conditions of individual bonds
to obtain the best outcome for holders at the time of
issue and as necessary, through the lifetime of a bond.
This would include discussion concerning the transition
from Libor to SONIA, where it was referenced in the
terms and conditions.
As we invest in investment trusts, we have the opportunity
to vote on specialist situations such as winding up or
continuation votes. These are often at the end of long
discussions on areas such as fees, capital structure or
directors positions. There were 19 continuation votes
during the year and we voted for continuation in all but
one situation.

Voting with management
As an active fund manager we will generally invest
our clients’ money in companies where we share the
management’s vision on corporate strategy, customer
service and risk mitigation. For this reason, we would
normally expect to support most management resolutions.
Sometimes there are occasions when we take a
different view on an aspect of the company strategy or a
management proposal, and these are normally resolved
in dialogue with the company. In some cases, where we
remain unconvinced by the management’s rationale, we
vote our shareholding against the management resolutions.

Impact of proxy recommendations
on our voting decisions
We review all the resolutions proposed, supported by
our independent proxy voting service (ISS). This process
highlights resolutions that are potentially controversial
and often recommends that we should vote against.
However, we often find that they do not apply enough
weight to the ‘comply or explain’ aspect of the governance
codes. Sometimes, there are good commercial and
governance reasons why a business proposes something
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beyond the governance norms, often for a limited term.
In 3.9% of resolutions, we voted differently to the ISS
recommendations. Two examples of us questioning
management proposals are outlined below.

Kion
Where there are potentially controversial votes
against management, we aim to engage with
the management ahead of the meeting to fully
understand the rationale and raise concerns if
required. In this example, with a German industrial
company, our proxy voting research highlighted
concerns on director nominations. We understood
through discussions with the company that the
two proposed directors represented a strategic
investor and that it was important to the company
to have them on the board to support business
relationships. We supported the resolution, but
also suggested that an additional independent
director should be added.

McBride
In another example, a small household goods
company where we were a large investor, the
advice was to vote against the remuneration
policy and report due to excessive increases in
remuneration. As we were aware the Finance
Director had been appointed Chief Executive
Officer, which had driven the pay rise which we
were satisfied with, we supported the resolution.
The resolution passed with some shareholder
dissent but this case study demonstrates the
importance of engagement in the voting
process, including assessing relevant information
concerning resolutions and exercising our
right to vote, especially when we are significant
shareholders.

Votes against management
We vote against management for a number of reasons.
During 2020, our two main reasons for voting against
management concerned director nominations and
remuneration. On director nominations, we voted against
proposals where we believed that a board needed to
improve independence or diversity. Differences of opinion
over remuneration policies and reports led us to vote
against management proposals.
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Executive remuneration
In general, we believe levels of remuneration
of the management teams of most larger UK
companies are too high and we consistently vote
against management remuneration proposals. We
try to ensure that management is not excessively
rewarded for doing an adequate job. Often we
are one of only a few dissenting parties with the
majority of the remuneration reports and policies
being approved.

Shareholder resolutions
We remain cautious on many shareholder resolutions
as, although we support increased disclosure on topics
such as climate change and diversity, we do not feel
comfortable that shareholders should be overly prescriptive
on the individual metrics. We voted on 226 shareholder
resolutions, of which the majority were in the US and
supported 40% of those resolutions, specifically where
they endorsed improved board governance by asking for
independent chairpersons, improved shareholder rights or
proxy access.

Climate & social resolutions
There are an increasing number of climate and social
resolutions at AGMs which we support where possible. We
had the opportunity to vote at five company meetings in
Spain on accepting corporate sustainability reports, which
we supported. In two company meetings we supported
the management’s commitment to act on climate change.
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We reviewed 17 social themed shareholder resolutions and
supported 10. A number of these related to human rights
concerns at large US technology companies relating to
staff as well as to product related impacts. We supported
many of the social resolutions where they relate to
widespread concerns on poor social practices and we are
monitoring companies which must improve their practices
to remain in the portfolio.

Voting outcomes
We monitor our voting activity each quarter through our
internal governance structures. During the year, we have
monitored situations where we have either missed votes
or not voted as actively as we could have. This provides
continuous improvement in our active voting performance
and ensures company management is monitored and a
degree of enforcement of best practice.

Mergers and acquisitions
Voting is a key factor in stewardship; it provides the
opportunity to influence corporate misdirection. This can
be seen regularly in mergers and acquisitions as evidenced
by the example below.

Northgate
In one situation we voted against a merger as the
management incentive scheme which was part
of the transaction seemed particularly egregious.
We also concluded that the merger resulted in too
much debt in the combined corporate structure.
However, the takeover vote passed and we sold our
investment soon afterwards.

Aena
At this Spanish infrastructure company that we
invest in, a shareholder resolution requiring a
climate transition plan was adopted by the board.
We supported this and it has become a landmark
vote as the first annual “say on climate” on climate
transition action plans.

We reviewed six climate themed shareholder resolutions
requesting reporting on action taken to meet global longterm temperature goals or Taskforce of Climate-related
Financial Disclosure (TCFD). We supported two of these but
are aware that we need to increase our support of climate
related resolutions where possible.
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Initiatives
We contribute to a select number of investment initiatives
where we believe we can have an impact and where we
believe it is helpful for our views to be heard:
•

We support the work of the Investment Association,
participating in a number of working groups,
including the responsible investing fund level
communication working group and the Sustainable
Finance Disclosure Regulation Implementation
Forum. We promote their work on the responsible
investment framework internally and externally.

•

We became a signatory to the United Nations
Principles of Responsible Investing in January 2020.
We encourage and support all of our third
party managers in our multi manager funds to
become signatories.

•

We support the CFA Certificate in ESG Investing and
a number of our staff have successfully passed the
exam with more signed up for 2021.

•

We participated in the CDP climate change
assessment as a firm and we are considering joining
as an investor signatory.

Focus for 2021
•

Continue to develop our consideration of climate
related financial risk in our portfolios including
monitoring of fund carbon intensity and footprint as
well as undertake a baseline carbon footprint of the
entire investment portfolio.

•

Grow our range of sustainable and ethical
themed funds.

•

Increase activity levels on active engagement and
voting for the benefit of improved client outcomes
over the long term. This is supported by a new
corporate log to be released in 2021 to capture
engagement activities and relevant ESG topics.

•

Continue to assess the available collaborative
engagement initiatives with the view to participate.

Internal governance
This report has been reviewed by the Premier Miton
Conduct & Policies Committee, which oversees
stewardship activities, and has been recommended to
the boards of Premier Fund Managers Ltd and Premier
Portfolio Managers Ltd for approval.
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